We develop a technique that predicts the probability P and attack rate A of epidemics as well as the size distribution of non-epidemic outbreaks and the growth rate R0 in networks with a specific form of clustering. The networks contain triangles, but no other short cycles, including no triangles that share edges. This is a strong constraint, but it allows us to make analytical predictions. The comparison of epidemics on these networks with epidemics on unclustered networks should help give insight into more general clustered networks.
Introduction
In the existing work on epidemic spread on networks, techniques exist to predict the probability of an epidemic P, the attack rate A, the size distribution of nonepidemic outbreaks, and the early growth rate R 0 [14, 11, 10] . The fundamental feature required for most of these approaches is that the spread following from one edge is independent of what happens following from any other edge. Consequently branching process arguments may be applied.
This independence assumption generally fails for networks with short cycles. However, in limited circumstances, there is sufficient independence to move forward. Our challenge is to partition the edges into separate sets which are independent from one another, and then handle the dependencies in each set explicitly. In this paper we will consider a special case of this, networks for which edges are either independent of all other edges or are part of exactly one triangle, and only the other edges of the triangle affect the results of the edge.
A number of recent papers have investigated the impact of clustering on epidemic spread [12, 9, 7, 15, 17, 18, 4] . A surprising observation of [12] was that for a network derived from the EpiSimS project [8, 5] the size and probability of epidemics were not significantly altered by clustering. An heuristic argument was made for this observation. In this paper we will develop a more rigorous theory for epidemic spread on clustered networks and identify conditions under which clustering plays an important role.
We begin by introducing these networks and the theory for studying their epidemics in section 2. We generalize earlier approaches for unclustered networks to generate the networks and to calculate P, A, the distribution of small outbreaks, and R 0 . In section 3 weconsider P and A and use specific examples and limiting cases. If the degrees are large or the probability of transmission is low, the impact of clustering becomes unimportant. In Section 4 we investigate R 0 .
The theory
We consider networks which have no short cycles aside from triangles. This constraint prevents triangles from sharing edges. We classify the edges of the network as either independent edges or triangle edges depending on whether the edge is part of a triangle or not. We define k I (u) and k (u) to be the number of independent edges and half the number of triangle edges respectively that u has, so k is the number of triangles containing u. We will refer to k I as the independent degree and k as the triangle degree of u. The joint distribution of k I and k is given by p(k I , k ). The degree of a node is k = k I + 2k , and its distribution is given by P (k) = k I +2k =k p(k I , k ). We will K I = k I ,k k I p(k I , k ) and K = k I ,k k p(k I , k ) to denote the average independent degree and triangle degree.
When we consider the spread of an epidemic from a single node, we individually consider the spread along independent edges, but must consider the spread along a pair of triangle edges jointly.
Generating the networks
To generate these networks, we modify standard Molloy-Reed/Configuration Model techniques [16, 13, 3] . For each node we assign k I and k using the probability distribution p(k I , k ). We give each node k I 'edge-stubs' and k 'triangle-stubs'. Following the standard algorithm, we create a list where each node is repeated once for each edge-stub. We shuffle that list and join the nodes appearing in places 2n and 2n + 1. We generalize this by repeating with a list for the triangle-stubs, joining nodes in places 3n, 3n + 1, and 3n + 2.
In the large N limit, very few short cycles exist other than the triangles created through the triangle-stub list. It should be noted that this algorithm will tend to cause segregation of nodes with many triangles from nodes with few triangles. For Configuration Model networks, the degree distribution of a neighbor is distributed according to kP (k)/ K . However, for clustered networks the distribution is different.
Epidemics on clustered network
An outbreak begins with a single infected index case and spreads along edges. The transmissibility T is the probability that an edge spreads infection. We assume that T is the same for each edge and the result for one edge is independent of all others, which implies that P = A [14, 11] . If T depends on the infecting or receiving node, then we could modify the theory used here and still write down analytic expressions as in [11] .
We define f to be the probability a single index case does not spark an
where g I is the probability that a given independent edge does not lead to an epidemic, and g is the probability a given pair of triangle edges do not lead to an epidemic.
To calculate g I , we introduce an auxiliary function h I , the probability that a node which has been infected along one edge does not cause an epidemic along any other. Then g I is the probability that the node along the independent edge does not become infected plus the probability that it becomes infected, but does not start an epidemic. We get
To calculate g , we similarly introduce h , the probability that a node infected through a triangle edge does not lead to an epidemic along any edge outside that triangle. To calculate g we note that an epidemic fails to happen if u infects both v and w, but they do not cause an epidemic; if u infects exactly one of v and w which then infects the other, but they do not cause an epidemic, if u infects one of v and w which does not infect the other and does not start an epidemic; and finally if u does not infect either v or w. We get
The second line may be interpreted as the probability of no epidemic if the {v, w} edge is deleted, minus the probability that an epidemic happens because of the {v, w} edge. All that remains is to calculate h I and h . To find h I we sum over all k I and k the probability a node infected along an independent edge has independent degree k I and triangle degree k times the probability that no epidemic occurs given k I and k :
The k I − 1 in the exponent of g I appears because if the node has degree k I , we need to consider all independent edges except the one along which it was infected. Similarly
Calculating non-epidemic outbreak sizes
In the limit of an infinite network, either an epidemic happens with an infinite number of infections, or the outbreak is finite. The above work calculates the probability that the outbreak is infinite. However, we are also interested in the distribution of final outbreak sizes. We will use a very similar set of calculations. We define f (x) to be the probability generating function (pgf) of the outbreak sizes. Then
where g I (x) and g (x) are the pgfs for the number of infections resulting from independent edges or pairs of triangle edges. These in turn are given by
and
where h I (x) and h (x) are the pgfs for the number of nodes infected resulting from infection of a node along an independent edge or a node infected along a triangle edge (without infection allowed along the other triangle edge) respectively. These are given by
The probability an outbreak ends with n infections is f (n) (0)/n!. Because the probability of a finite outbreak is given by f (1), setting x = 1 reduces the above equations reduces to those for the probability of no epidemic.
Calculating R 0
R 0 is usually defined as the number of new infections caused by an average infected individual. Occassionally alternate definitions are used, but in some way it represents the number of new infections attributed to an average infected individual, with R 0 = 1 being the threshold below which epidemics are impossible.
We can simplify the analysis through the following observation. Assume u, v, and w are members of a triangle and u becomes infectious. If both v and w become infected through edges of the triangle, it is convenient to treat both infections of v and w as coming from u, regardless of the actual path followed. This allows us to not worry about whether a node infected along a triangle edge then infects the remaining node in the triangle.
Thus if a node in a triangle becomes infected, with probability 2T
, it is credited with infecting both of the other nodes, and with probability 2T (1 − T ) 2 it receives credit for only one. With probability (1 − T ) 2 it infects neither. In spirit, this is similar to the definition of R 0 used elsewhere in household models [2] . This allows us to define a next-generation matrix [6] 
Here c II and c I are the number of infections a node reached along an independent edge causes along independent and triangle edges respectively, and c I and c are the number of infections a node reached along a triangle edge causes along independent and triangle edges respectively. Then if n I and n are the number of nodes ...
The largest eigenvalue of this matrix is R 0 .
3 Analysis of P and A
Comparison with simulation
We seek to investigate the impact of clustering on epidemics. The networks we have generated differ in two ways from the standard configuration model networks. Most obviously there is clustering, but there is also a tendancy for those nodes which are in many triangles to segregate from those nodes which are in few triangles. In appendix B we introduce an unclustered network with the same level of segregation as in our clustered networks, and give the equations governing the size and probability of epidemics.
In figure 1 we consider epidemics spreading on two networks generated by the methods of section 2.1. In both cases the theory we have developed accurately predicts P and A.
In the first network all nodes have degree 4, but k varies between 0, 1, and 2 with equal probability. There is no effect from segregation for this degree distribution, and so the two unclustered calculations lie on top of one another. The clustered network has somewhat smaller P and A.
In the second network, three fourths of the nodes have degree 1, while the remaining all have degree 5 and have only one independent edge. Consequently, every degree 5 node has at least 4 connections to other degree 5 nodes. We see that the clustered network has a lower epidemic threshold than the unclustered, unsegregated calculation. Effects like this have been seen before [16, 17, 4] and this has led to the counter-intuitive result that clustering reduces the threshold. However, in this case it is better understood as the effect of segregation causing higher degree nodes to preferentially contact higher degee nodes. We see that in the unclustered network with the same segregation as present in the clustered network, the epidemic threshold is lower still.
The clusterfree limit
If we consider the cluster-free limit, with k = 0 for all nodes, then the networks we generate are part of the standard configuration model. Using P (k I ) = p(k I , k ), noting g 0 = 1 and dropping the subscripts on k I , g I , and h I the system reduces to
This system is identical to that used for configuration model networks [14, 11] .
No independent edges
If k I = 0 for all nodes, then similar simplifications are possible. Note that all degrees must be even. We replace k with k/2, and set P (k) = p(0, k/2). We drop the subscripts on g and h. We have
Networks with large typical degrees
Intuitively, the probability of an epidemic should be effectively independent of the clustering because in order for an edge to prevent an epidemic, the disease must cross every edge of that triangle, and the "lost" must have been able to cause an epidemic if it had not been in the triangle. These conditions require that T be relatively large and that the probability of an edge causing an epidemic also be relatively large. However, if the typical degrees are large and the outbreak has spread to all nodes of a triangle, the disease has many other edges to choose from, and so epidemics are likely. As typical degrees become large, this should manifest itself by our clustered system reducing to that of the unclustered system with the same segregation (see appendix B). To make this argument more rigorous, We defineĝ = 1
. Before continuing, we make an observation that for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 the value of
n is at most n n /(n + 1) n+1 , with the maximum occuring at 1/(n + 1). This decays quickly as n increases or as x moves away from the maximum. We use this observation to bound the error between the unclustered equations with the same segregation found in appendix B usingĝ andk = 2k with the exact clustered equations using g and k . We will expand g asĝ
. In fact, the error term is smaller by an additional factor of T (1 − T )h.
Our equations become
We need to estimate the error in replacing (
The first of these is straightforward.
where
. Ifk is not small, then this error term will be small.
The second of these is similar
and again similar arguments show that each of the terms arising here is small. Consequently the probability of an epidemic is not significantly altered by clustering when the degrees are moderately large.
Analysis of R 0
We have investigated the behavior of P and A in clustered networks and varying limiting cases. In this section we turn to investigating R 0 . We first derive the entries in the next-generation matrix.
A node infected along an independent edge has degrees (k I , k ) with probability
and it is expected to infect
nodes along independent edges and
nodes through triangles. Thus an arbitrary node infected along an independent edge is expected to cause
infections along independent edges and
Similarly a node infected through a triangle has degrees (k I , k ) with prob-
and it is expected to infect T k I nodes along independent edges and
nodes along triangle edges. Thus an arbitrary node infected along triangle edges is expected to cause
If n I is the number of nodes currently infected along an independent edge and n the number infected through triangles, then
represents the number of infected nodes of each type in the next generation.
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R 0 is the dominant eigenvalue of this matrix. We are particularly interested in the value of T for which R 0 = 1. Substituting R 0 = 1 into the characteristic equation of this matrix gives
For given network we can calculate all the coefficients and arrive at a cubic equation for T . When this equation is satisfied, it means that for any larger value of T , epidemics are possible. If we focus on the case T = 1, we can find conditions on the network for a giant component to exist, that is, is the network sufficiently connected that it is possible for diseases to become epidemics. A giant component will exist if R 0 ≥ 1. Substituting R 0 = 1 + µ, we require a positive solution to
We have replaced all u → v → w cases with u → v and u → w. In a growing epidemic this means we will see the number of edges infected along triangles growing quicker than if we hadn't done this replacement, while in a decaying outbreak it would decay faster. This means that if R 0 > 1, the R 0 we calculate this way is in fact larger than the R 0 calculated by looking at the actual generations set χ(µ) to be the left hand side. The minimum of χ occurs at
and is negative, while χ(µ) → ∞ as µ → ∞ so there is one root for µ in (μ, ∞). Ifμ > 0, then there is at least one positive root. Alternately, ifμ ≤ 0 and χ(0) < 2 K I K 2 / K I K , then there is also a positive root. Consequently, the criteria for a giant component are that
The only networks for which the first condition applies but not the second are networks with enough independent edges and triangle edges such that a giant component exists soley within the independent edges and a giant component exists soley within the triangle edges.
Discussion
We have introduced a class of random networks which exhibit clustering. We have developed a theory which accurately predicts the behavior of epidemics on these networks. We have seen that this algorithm for generating clustered networks may tend to separate the network into two parts: those nodes with many triangles preferentially mix with other nodes with many triangles, while those nodes with few triangles mix with similar nodes. If the degrees of the clustered nodes tend to be higher, then this segregation will lead to degree assortativity, which in turn lowers the epidemic threshold. This sort of assortativity is frequently imposed by algorithms that generate clustered networks. We should take care to separate the effect of assortative mixing from the impact of clustering. A clustered network may have a lower epidemic threshold than a random unclustered network of the same degree distribution, but the networks we generate will have a higher threshold than an unclustered network with the same mixing properties.
We have defined and derived R 0 for these networks. The calculation is simplified substantially by giving the first infected node of a triangle credit for all infections occuring through that triangle. We have used this to find conditions under which epidemics are possible. This expression also allows us to determine when a network has a giant component. 
A Generating networks with other motifs
In this paper we have analyzed networks with a given small structure. Rather than focusing on triangles, we can modify the theory to allow more complicated structures. We could easily account for complete subgraphs of arbitrary numbers of nodes by creating new lists such as the triangle list and joining larger sets together.
Although it is less obvious we can also generalize this network to include other structures. Some of the structures that might arise are not symmetric, and so some further steps are required. For example, we might want to introduce two triangles that share an edge. The roles of nodes in such a structure are different: the nodes at the end of the common edge are distinguished from the other two. To generate such a network, we would need to identify all nodes (with multiplicity) that play the role of nodes at the end of the common edge and place them into one list, and all those nodes (with multiplicity) that play the role of the other nodes and place them into a second list. We then shuffle both lists, and take the nodes in positions n, n + 1 of the first list and n, n + 1 of the second list and then join them.
The theory of epidemics spreading on such a network would be straightforward to generate, but the system of equations will become larger each time new structures are added.
B Unclustered networks with identical segregation
To separate out the effect of clustering from the effect of segregation, we need to be able to study the spread of epidemics on networks that are unclustered but have the same level of segregation as our clustered networks. We develop a theory similar to that of [1] . We assume that all nodes have a 'red' k r and a 'blue' degree k b . Each node is assigned k r and k b according to the probability distribution p u (k r , k b ), and receives k r red stubs and k b blue stubs. We join pairs of red stubs and pairs of blue stubs in the normal manner. The resulting network has negligible clustering, and if k r = k I and k b = 2k , [that is p u (k I , 2k ) = p(k I , k )] then this has the same level of segregation as in the clustered networks we create. If k b = 0 always, then this reduces to epidemics on configuration model networks. Dropping subscripts and using P (k) = p u (k, 0) we find
This system of equations was used in [11] to study epidemics on Configuration Model networks.
